General Review Guidelines:

• The review should be double-spaced. This includes the opening bibliographical information as well as the body of the review and your signature at the end.

• The book’s title should be at the head of your review and be in italics. After the title, please list (in the following order) the author’s name (first name, middle initial/name, last name; no titles, please), place of publication (city only), publisher (omit such words as “Press,” “Publisher,” “House,” etc., unless it is a university publication or academic press), date of publication (year only), number of pages (including introductory pages [in lower case roman numerals] plus [+ the pages in the body and indexes]), and price (followed by “paper” if that is how the book is bound; do not indicate if it is hardback). If no price is given, please attempt to locate it; otherwise, state “n.p.” For example:


• Sign your review at the end by placing only your name (no titles or degrees, please) in the lower right hand corner and by naming your institution (school, church, organization) and its city and state in the same corner. For example:

  Gregg R. Allison
  The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, KY

• An excellent book review, while setting forth the key ideas of a book, must go beyond extended publicity; it should be more than a mere summary of the contents of a book. The review should set forth fairly the relative strengths and weaknesses of the book. It should locate the book in relation to other similar publications and note the specific contributions this book makes to its field of study. The review should assess the value and potential impact this book will have and specify the kind of audience(s) that will be most benefited by this book. It should conform to the standards set forth in *JETS* style manual (in *JETS* 44/1).

• Make your review purposeful; get right to the point. Conduct your review with decorum. Resist any temptation to be “cute” or idiosyncratic. Use left justification only. Do not use headers or footers (exception: you may use page numbers). Be sure to use the spell checker and grammar checker.
Submitting Your Review:

- Send your review to me as an e-mail attachment in Word (other formats will also work but take some gymnastics to open). My e-mail address is:
  
gallison@sbts.edu

  This allows me to edit your review electronically and send a “clean” hard copy (along with a file on disk) for final editing and publishing.

- If you do not use a computer to generate your review, a hard copy is fine. Please make sure it is double-spaced.

Should you have any questions about JETS book review style or format, please do not hesitate to ask. I will do all I can to answer you promptly.

Together with you in the cause of Jesus Christ,

Gregg Allison